
Quiz Shows Unwrapped
(NAPSA)—Trend watchers say

one of this year’s hottest gifts helps
people unlock their inner genius—
and their inner star. 
It’s a video game that turns

players into game-show contes -
tants as they face off against each
other, fielding questions adapted
for all ages and spanning from his-
tory and geography to nature,
sports, music, cinema, entertain-
ment and general knowledge. 

Called “TV Show King Party”
from Gameloft and available for
Nintendo Wii, players join the fun
using their Wii remotes in unique
ways to illuminate shadowed
answers, reveal obscured answers,
spin prize wheels and much more.
Plus, players can use their “Mii
Avatars” (personalized animated
versions of themselves) when they
play. 
Perhaps best of all, though, the

game is designed to provide a real
TV-set atmosphere right in the liv-
ing room—complete with a sympa-
thetic and challenging 3-D ani-
mated host assisted by colorful
secondary characters. 
For more information, visit

www.gameloft.com. 
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(NAPSA)—Everyone deserves to
look his or her best for the holidays,
even if it means fitting new fash-
ions into a less than generous
budget. 
Fortunately, there are ways to

find stylish, fashionable holiday
dresses and looks at affordable
prices. Here are some tips: 
• Before you go shopping, check

out your closet and make a list.
What do you really need to fill out
your holiday looks? Which existing
outfits might be updated with the
right jewelry and accessories?
What can you dress up with a
jacket? 
• Save on transportation costs

by shopping at stores that offer
head-to-toe dressing and stores
that stock a range of apparel,
footwear and accessories. 
• If you’re a plus-size, focus on

stores that cater exclusively to your
sizes. You will have more options to
choose from. 
For example, Lane Bryant is the

style leader in plus-size fashion,
with everything that you need to
get dressed—from intimates and
apparel to accessories and outer-
wear. It also has trend experts who
travel the world to bring you the
latest styles. 
• Avoid obvious fashion mis-

takes, as they can cost you. One

mistake to avoid is dressing in
clothes that are cut for another
body type. 
• Shop at stores such as Cather-

ines, Lane Bryant and Fashion
Bug, which offer the latest looks at
great prices. Don’t spend time
shopping in stores where you might
be tempted to overspend on things
of comparable quality. 
These stores even offer Right

Fit, an innovative fitting system for
jeans and pants. This technology
can help you streamline your holi-
day look by getting you the best fit
for your particular body shape. 
Using a high-tech scanning

machine, researchers took the mea-
surements of nearly 50,000
women—the most comprehensive
fit research in the past 50 years.
The result is an innovation in fit
that offers women of every shape
the perfect silhouette. 
• Focusing on the classics can

make your fashion dollars stretch
further, but it’s also fun to treat
yourself to at least one trendy look
for the season. 

Dazzling Holiday Fashions For Less

Make shopping simple. Stores
such as Lane Bryant can offer you
the full look—stylish holiday suits,
beautiful blouses and great acces-
sories—all in one place.

All that glitters is gold this holiday
season. This stunning shirt from
Catherines can help you celebrate
in style and doesn’t cost a fortune. 

A new game lets players compete
on a TV quiz show.

(NAPSA)—When it comes to
choosing great holiday gifts for
men, think utility.
“Men tend to think of gift giv-

ing more in terms of an economic
exchange of goods than women
do,” explains Margaret Rucker,
who holds a doctorate in psychol-
ogy with an emphasis in consumer
psychology and is an expert on
gifts. That means gifts that have
use might go over better with
guys than gifts centered strictly
on sentiment and emotion.
So how can you choose the

right—and most useful—gift?
Make note of his likes and dis-
likes, his lifestyle, the things he
already has and—perhaps most
importantly—what he might need.
Here are a few ideas that are
affordable and razor sharp:
The Traveling Executive
If the road is his home away

from home, he might appreciate a
gift that makes traveling a little
simpler. For example, the ergo -
nomically designed Remington
Flex360 is an electric shaver that
can be used with or without a
cord. Plus, it’s rechargeable and
has worldwide voltage, meaning
it can be used in virtually any
country. Since electric shavers
don’t require shaving cream or
aftershave, he won’t have to pack
those items in his carry-on, mak-
ing it easier to get through air-
port security.

The Trendy Man
If he likes to maintain a special

look, a seven-in-one grooming sys-
tem might be just the thing to
help. Check out the Remington
PG-350, which can be used to trim
sideburns, full beards, goatees,
mustaches and even stubble—
depending on the look he (and his

“significant other”) prefer. It fea-
tures a full trimmer, a detail trim-
mer, a minishaver, mustache and
beard comb, hair clipper combo,
nose and ear hair trimmer and a
charging stand.

The Do-It-Yourselfer
If he likes to take on tasks and

take matters into his own hands,
consider a gift that helps him take
charge of his appearance. For
instance, Remington’s ShortCut
Clipper is designed to let men eas-
ily give themselves a stylish buzz
cut, like the one made popular by
David Beckham, or maintain the
one they have. The clippers have a
design meant to make trimming
as simple as brushing your hair,
along with a curved cutting sys-
tem that trims to the shape of the
head for even haircuts. Plus, its
built-in guide adjusts to different
cutting lengths.
For more information and

ideas, visit www.remington-prod
ucts.com.

Cutting-Edge Gifts For Him

Utility Rules—Gift experts say
men prefer gifts that have practi-
cal use. 

(NAPSA)—Fall foliage. The
crisp fall air. The smell of pump-
kin pie. It’s easy to capture the
best of autumn and bring it into
your home just  in t ime for
Thanksgiving entertaining. All
you need is some paint and a lit-
tle imagination. 
Here are some ideas from the

decorating experts at Rust-Oleum:
•Welcome your family and

friends. Use spray paint to create
an impressive pathway to your
home’s entrance. Use rich,
autumn-inspired colors such as
Rust-Oleum Universal Espresso
Brown and Metallic Pure Gold,
and give your outdoor spaces a
sophisticated look by adding color
to pumpkins, wreaths or even
twigs from the backyard arranged
in a planter or vase.
•Design your own center-

piece. Paint a large glass plate
with a warm color like Universal
Cardinal Red. Decorate the rim of
the plate with bright faux leaves,
berries and twigs from your local
craft store—or use natural “decor”
from your yard—and place minia-
ture pumpkins, gourds or candles
on the plate. 
•Personalize your place set-

tings. Use Universal Espresso
Brown on inexpensive plastic or
wood napkin rings and add a
great finishing touch by putting
your guests’ names on their rings
with American Accents Metallic

Leafing Pen in Gold. It’s a great
way to bring together your holiday
table, and honor guests with
unconventional linen holders that
double as place cards.
•Put a twist on the tradi-

tional pumpkin. Pick up a few
pumpkins from your local store
and paint them with black Rust-
Oleum Chalk Board Spray paint.
What are you thankful for this
season? Share your thoughts by
writing on the pumpkins with
chalk. Or use small pumpkins as
place cards. The chalkboard sur-
face can be easily erased, so it’s
easy to change your messages. 
Need more inspiration? Visit

www.paintideas.com. It’s the des-
tination for holiday decorating
ideas and creative projects for
every room in your home.

Decorating Ideas You’ll Give Thanks For

By using spray paint to add a
touch of color to wreaths and
pumpkins, it’s possible to make
your seasonal decorations cre-
ative and personal.

The pretzel was first made by monks in southern Europe as a
reward for children who learned their prayers. It is shaped to represent
the crossed arms of a child praying.

The Sacred Cod hangs over the rear of the chamber of the Massa-
chusetts House of Representatives in Boston. The five-foot carved
fish symbolizes the importance of the fishing industry in the state’s
early growth and development.

***
I’ve been on a diet for two weeks
and all I’ve lost is 14 days. 

—Totie Fields
***

***
The biggest seller is cookbooks
and the second is diet books—
how not to eat what you’ve just
learned how to cook. 

—Andy Rooney
***

***
No diet will remove all the fat
from your body because the
brain is entirely fat. Without
a brain, you might look good,
but all you could do is run for
public office.

—George Bernard Shaw
***

***
Gluttony is an emotional escape,
a sign something is eating us. 

—Peter De Vries
***

***
I’m allergic to food. Every time
I eat it breaks out into fat. 

—Jennifer Greene Duncan
***




